
AN EXAMINATION OF THE MOVIE THE MATRIX

"The Matrix" has become known as the ground-breaking action film for philosophical .. But perhaps this examination of
sci-fi backstory and world setup is best.

Image and device by Henry Nelson. This particular fight scene was considered legendary to cinematic
viewers. Careful examination of individual films shows how prevailing ways of thinking, social practices and
institutions, can not only be illuminated but also challenged within a cinematic framework, through
playfulness, irony, even downright subversion Wilson 13; Stam  This would have been a very topical subject
back in when the film premiered, as technology was beginning to boom and was changing society, which
raised many anxieties within the general population. Sanders, Steven M. Rather, he would simply be the first
to figure out how to get a grip on those problems, and TEACH the rest of society how they might use the same
methods to solve some of their problems and make up their own damn minds, should they so choose. Neo is
selfless and brave in a frightening world, where computers and machines basically control the known reality.
Morpheus leads the charge in this particular belief system, and is eloquent and contagious enough with it for it
to stand as the dominant viewpoint of Neo's role. She will soon receive one of the biggest payoffs in the
history of Hollywood , as the gross receipts of both films and their sequels total over 2. Baudry, Jean-Louis.
Long Take Also called a sequence shot and occasionally referred to as a one-shot Match Cut Jumps from one
shot to another similar shot that matches the composition of the first shot. They can talk philosophy as
eloquently as they want, but this is what their actions boil down to. Not any kind of interpretation is
appropriate; some interpretations work better than others. Mulhall, Stephen. At the very least, engaging with
the philosophical dimension of a film involves singling out a particular aspect of that film and ignoring others,
since there is always much more going on in a film than a concern with philosophically relevant matters.
Instead, Neo and Trinity go on a spree shooting up many of these very same poor souls who clearly have no
idea what it is they are supporting by acting as policemen and guards for their government. The capacity of
films to explicitly appropriate philosophical material also suggests a further, and comparatively
straightforward way in which one might speak of philosophy through film: the film may be about philosophy
in various ways. As a result, the filming began with scenes that did not require much physical exertion, [40]
such as the scene in Thomas Anderson's office, the interrogation room, [27] or the car ride in which Neo is
taken to see the Oracle. At that moment, his abilities are enhanced as he exhibits superhuman strength and
power, which become unmatched compared to Agent Smith, and so Neo defeats him. As for artistic
inspiration for bullet time, I would credit Otomo Katsuhiro , who co-wrote and directed Akira , which
definitely blew me away, along with director Michel Gondry.


